
 

EUROPALMS Ficus tree deluxe, artificial plant, 240cm
Ficus-Benjamini tree series at an unbeatable price

Art. No.: 82506138
GTIN: 4026397314373

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397314373

Weight: 14,00 kg

Length: 0.63 m

Width: 0.63 m

Heigth: 2.40 m

Bulky product

Description:

Trees with natural stems:
Advice for natural arrangement of its branches
These trees look remarkably natural because they have been hand-made, following the
principles of botany. The leaves will be slightly flattened after transport, and so you will have to
rearrange them by bending. Please note that they should not be bent by a right angle away from
the stem. The branches have been fixed to the stem facing upwards and they should basically
remain in this direction, until they are gently pressed downwards by hand (four or five bends
along the branches are a great help with this). How strong you might bend a branch (depending
on the localities), never should a branch from further up the stem reach down below a branch
situated under it on the stem!

Features:

- With an artificial trunk and embossed leaves
- 1892 leaves
- Cemented
- Height: 240 cm
- The article is delivered Ready to stand
- With approx. 1892 lifelike leaves

Technical specifications:

Standing/fixation: Gardening pot

Foliage: Approx. 1892 leaves
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82506138.html


 Material: textile

Decor style: Woods and meadows; Houseplant

Dimensions: Height: 2,4 m

Weight: 11,80 kg
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